PRODUCTS

Outline gets tough
DESIGNED TO drive most loudspeaker
configurations, Outline has unveiled
the L3000 DSP-equipped, multichannel
amplifier. Weighing 3.4kg and
housed in a chassis coated
in a durable polyurea
finish, the freestanding
form factor
avoids the
traditional
19-inch
rackmount
format.
The 2U,
210mm x 320mm (WxD) dimensions
promote its use in fixed installation
projects where space constraints make
it impractical to use traditional amplifier
racks. However, a dedicated rackmount
kit allows one or two L3000s to be
secured in a standard enclosure.
Capable of providing 3,000W of power,
the L3000 can deliver up to 750W per
channel at 4 Ω in single-channel mode or
1,500W in bridge mode at 8 Ω. Featuring
two inputs and four outputs, routing and
operational parameters are configured
and managed using ArmoníaPlus

management software via the front panel
USB por t. These include input/output
levels, EQ, delay, polarity, crossover
filters and limiter settings.
The PWM
output stage
transforms
all the energy
drawn from
the mains
into usable
power and
immunity from
intermodulation
ar tefacts.
Featuring six speakON
outputs and two XLR-F
analogue inputs, both bridge and singlechannel output connection modes are
available. Channels A, B, C and
D can be set in single-ended
mode, while E and F can be fixed
in bridge mode. Four presets are
available to change the routing of
the signal. The por tability of the L3000
is enhanced with a dedicated L3000
bag.

PressIT for simple screen sharing
PANASONIC HAS launched a wireless
presentation system called PressIT. This tool
reportedly allows easy screen collaboration
with a single press of a button on a
transmitter. Users can also share up to four
screens at a time, in full HD 1080/60p,
without any software/driver installation (except
for Android) or a network connection. The
USB/HDMI transmitter sends video and audio
signals from PCs, iOS/Android and other
mobile devices. A choice of two receivers –
either the compact set-top box or the Smart
Display Module board – means that PressIT
can be used with Panasonic and
other professional displays and
projectors.

www.outline.it
business.panasonic.co.uk

Wireless communication
THE WM-1 Wireless MIDI Adaptor and WM-1D
Wireless MIDI Dongle have been designed by
Roland to bring the convenience of wireless
MIDI to modern music creators. They provide
wireless MIDI communication between
multiple devices, including keyboards, drum
machines and other MIDI hardware, Mac and
Windows computers, and iOS mobile devices.
In addition to MIDI note data, users can

The WM-1 and WM-1D

send MIDI sync for tempo, effects, LFOs and
loops, without connecting a single cable. The
WM-1 connects to MIDI hardware devices with
standard five-pin MIDI I/O, while the WM-1D
connects to computers and iOS devices via
USB. Standard mode provides low-latency
MIDI communication between up to four total
devices. Fast mode reduces latency to 3ms
to provide fast communication between two
WM units for timing-critical applications. The
WM-1D is suited for Windows
computers that don’t have
Bluetooth MIDI support built in.
Users of Mac computers and iOS
devices can also use the WM-1D to
gain the benefits of Fast mode.
Roland has also added to its
V-Drums family with the TD-07KV,
with the TD-07 sound module at its heart.
The electronic drum set incorporates
mesh-head snare and tom pads, large

One cable, multiple applications
THE TSK1038 from Tasker has a nominal
section of 2x 0.35mm 2 , a tinned OFC
copper formation and shielding with a braid
covering 90%. It has been designed for a
range of applications – users can choose
from the original, extra soft and flexible
version available in three colours or the
TSK1038 LSZH with low smoke and zero
halogen sheath available with or without
homologation for medium fire resistance
class defined by CPR EU305/2011
normative and tested by an independent
international authority.
In addition, there’s the TSK1038 PUR,
which has an outer sheath in polyurethane,
a very special and particular material
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Meanwhile, Panasonic’s EasyIP, a free-todownload tool to aid in setting up its PTZ
cameras, has been completely designed with
a new graphical user interface that includes all
of its key features in one centralised location.
The new GUI in EasyIP+ includes a new and
improved camera list that is customisable to
include key information on any PTZ camera
or controllers on the network, including IP
address, model number, firmware version and
serial number. There is also an automatic
IP set-up function that aims to streamline
the process of setting up cameras on the
network with their own IP addresses. AutoIP+
allows an operator to assign each camera
with consecutive IP addresses
following an order from the one
shown at the top of the list. A
list of successful cameras will be
displayed, whilst those that fail will
show a notification. Additionally,
the solution includes an automatic
firmware update feature that checks
for updates and issues automatically
as soon as they are released. A batch
update feature for those that have
multiple cameras and controllers on a
network has also been included.

V-cymbals and Bluetooth and USB
connectivity. The PDX-8 8-inch snare pad
features independent head and rim zones
for assigning different sounds, while three
PDX-6A 6-inch tom pads offer single-zone
triggering. The kit also includes CY-8 12-inch
pads for crash and ride, a 10-inch hi-hat
with integrated pedal and a KD-10 kick pad.
There’s also a wide range of electronic
percussion, plus deep editing tools for
personalising sound. Players can change out
and tune drums, add damping, change the
ambient environment and use individual EQs
and transient editors to shape sounds.
Meanwhile, Roland Cloud, the company’s
platform for software synthesisers and
sound libraries, has grown with the addition
of Zenology Pro and Zenbeats 2.0. Zenology
Pro gives users the chance to craft sounds
with four partials at once, each with choices
of PCM and virtual analogue waveforms,

Zenbeats 2.0
rich multimode filters and complex LFOs.
Zenbeats 2.0 includes feature and workflow
enhancements for free-flowing music
production. The spotlight addition is ZC1,
Roland’s first mobile-ready synth powered by
the Zen-Core Synthesis System.
www.roland.com

that has several features like being flame
retardant, halogen-free and resistant to
friction, treading, atmospheric agents, UV
rays and cold or heat, keeping an operative
temperature of –40°C to +80°C. According
to the manufacturer, these characteristics
make this cable the best solution for
outdoor mobile use, even for permanent
installations and under water up to a depth
of 50m.
Finally, there’s the TSK1038 AR, a cable
with a special steel armour braid over the
sheath for underground installation, even if
there is a threat of rodents.
www.tasker.it

